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routed throughout the room. The presentation setting was as casual as possible and loosely 
followed the Agenda (Exhibit 1), to allow for a comfortable atmosphere allowing the community 
to ask questions throughout the meeting.  
 
Quible & Associates (Michael W. Strader, Jr., P.E.) began with a brief discussion about the 
County procedures for reviewing and approving the proposed project and purpose for the 
community meeting and the proposed development. 
 
The parcel proposed for conditional rezoning and expansion of light industrial activities was 
described and identified on the exhibits. The proposed conditional rezoning exhibit and 
Conditional Rezoning application were described as in compliance with the current Currituck 
County UDO requirements and in keeping with the surrounding neighborhoods and County 
Land Use Plan. It was also reiterated during the meeting that the proposed development will be 
consistent with and as allowed within the LI zoning, including uses, dimensional standards, and 
County Land Use Plan. The importance and need for expanding and continuing light industrial 
activities within lot 3 was expressed.  
 
Throughout the presentation, the floor was open for questions and comments from the 
audience.  Comments and questions received during the meeting were as follows: 
 

1. A concern was raised by Jason Litteral about what class the parcel was in and 
compliance with the new land use plan. The recently adopted Land Use Plan was briefly 
discussed and it was thought that the subject parcel was located within the G-3 Mixed 
Use Centers and Corridor within the Point Harbor Subarea, which encourages this type 
of development. This was later confirmed. 

2. A question was raised by Michael Strader about having LG Shaw or Quible representing 
Porpoise, LLC (WRV) at the Board meetings and hearing, or whether legal council may 
be required.  The potential need for having expert testimony such as an appraiser at the 
hearing was raised.  Jason Litteral mentioned that while some hearings have 
encountered issues and have been continued in the past, the subject application is not 
seeking a Use Permit and therefore does not require the Board to review the project for 
compliance with the Use Standards which would require expert testimony; assuring that 
the Owner and Engineer may present. 

3. A note was made to include reference as to whether the conditional rezoning would be 
in compliance with the most current land use plan within the application, and to address 
any potential conceptual site plan issues.  It was stated that substantial deviations from 
the presented conceptual development plan could require the project to come back 
through the Boards for review. 

4. Members of the community present at the meeting all expressed their support of the 
subject application, some offering the best of support. One member provided 
documentation of their support via email. It was explained that if the application review 
process goes as planned, that there would be a public hearing at the December 5, 2022 
Board of Commissioners meeting. 
 

Upon the conclusion of the discussions, attendees were again reminded that any further 
questions or comments not addressed at the meeting can be forwarded to Quible & Associates 
and the meeting was adjourned.  There did not seem to be any opposition or adversity to the 
application, but rather inquisitiveness.  No written comments were received.    




